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Cecily Brown in her studio, New York, 2001. Photo: Dave Howells

April ��, ����

Gagosian is pleased to offer an important painting by Cecily Brown in its Online Viewing Room,

alongside the online edition of Frieze New York. The gallery’s presentation will be live from May �

to May �� at gagosianviewingroom.com. Made in ����, the work is from a crucial moment in

Brown’s development of her exuberant yet elusive figuration—the breakthrough period of her ascent

that is best represented in global museums and most desired by collectors.

The gallery is committed to offering exceptional works to the world’s collectors online. With

extensive original content and record-setting sales, the Online Viewing Room has made its mark as

a platform with unprecedented visibility for artists and collectors alike. In anticipation of Brown’s

major exhibition of new paintings at Blenheim Palace in Woodstock, England, and as demand for
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her works reaches new heights, this timely offering is a rare chance to acquire one of the most

celebrated and exhibited paintings from this formative period.

Unveiling a world that pulses with excesses and appetites, Brown explores the breadth of human

experience in tactile oil paintings. Broadly inspired by the history of painting—from Paolo Veronese

and Peter Paul Rubens to the muscular expressionism of Willem de Kooning and Joan Mitchell’s

rhapsodic treatment of nature—she transcends classical notions of genre and narrative, freeing

subject matter from its original context and repositioning it within a new kaleidoscopic reality. An

especially vivid example of Brown’s achievement at the turn of this century, the present painting

pushes these historical influences to the fore by stitching glimpses of carnal figuration into lush

pastorals, upending the genre of Nicolas Poussin, Rubens, and Antoine Watteau.

The presentation will include a video in which John Elderfield reflects on Brown’s relationship to art

history, an original text by art historian James Lawrence, and market analysis by Gagosian’s

Deborah McLeod. The gallery’s dedicated international team will be available online twenty-four

hours a day to immediately address inquiries.

The Online Viewing Room will open at ��:��am on Monday, May �, in Hong Kong, and close at

��:��pm on Sunday, May ��, in Los Angeles and San Francisco (see below for dates and times in

cities where Gagosian has gallery locations).

Online Viewing Room opens:

��:��am HKT on Monday, May � (Hong Kong)

�:��pm EEST on Sunday, May � (Athens)

�:��pm CEST on Sunday, May � (Basel, Geneva, Paris, and Rome)

�:��pm BST on Sunday, May � (London)

��:��pm EDT on Sunday, May � (New York)

�:��am PDT on Sunday, May � (Los Angeles and San Francisco)

Online Viewing Room closes:

�:��pm HKT on Monday, May �� (Hong Kong)

�:��am EEST on Monday, May �� (Athens)

�:��am CEST on Monday, May �� (Basel, Geneva, Paris, and Rome)

�:��am BST on Monday, May �� (London)

�:��am EDT on Monday, May �� (New York)

��:��pm PDT on Sunday, May �� (Los Angeles and San Francisco)

For more information about the Frieze New York Online Viewing Room or the work to be featured,

please contact inquire@gagosian.com.
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